Sick of Dealing with Blocked Drains? LDF's New Pre-planned
Maintenance Programmes May Be the Answer
London Drainage Facilities (LDF) is offering offer a free site inspection for those
experiencing regular drain blockages.
February 18, 2015 (FPRC) -- The leading London-based drainage company is providing a site
inspection service, through which they will arrange for an LDF surveyor to visit the affected property
and carry out an assessment to determine where the root of the problem lies. The initial site
assessment is completely free and is offered as part of the LDF’s drain maintenance service in
London.
Once the surveyor has determined what’s needed to resolve the issue, a tailored estimate will be
drawn up to suit the maintenance needs of the property owner.
Fraser Ruthven, Growth and Strategy Manager at LDF, explains how his technicians will not only
correct the problem but offer advice on how to prevent recurring blockages from happening in the
future.
'Often, blockages occur when there is a fast build-up of sediment or scale around heavy used drains
such as toilets and kitchens,' he explains. 'This build-up significantly reduces the flow of the water
through the drains. When this problem arises the most effective course of action would be to
descale where needed.'
The drainage maintenance service provided by LDF is a great way to prevent future drainage
problems and to avoid replacing pipes and undertaking all kinds of other costly correction projects.
Fraser continues: 'We offer the free inspections so that we can provide a personalised quotation that
will resolve each individual issue that our technician discovers.
Companies throughout London can benefit from a free visit from a surveyor for resolution and
prevention advice.'
Companies that have a contract with LDF also benefit from free unlimited callouts for all service
drains.
For more information, please contact the company directly or visit the website.
Boilerplate:
London Drainage Facilities (LDF) offers a 24/7 emergency callout service for drain repairs, flood
clearances and blockages. Using advanced technology and CCTV Surveys, the experts at LDF can
provide fast and efficient solutions to clients throughout London. For more information, please call
Fraser Ruthven on 0800 612 2179.
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